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Executive Summary

This report documents the validation process that is applied to projects awarded through funding opportunity announcements (FOAs) within the U.S. Department of Energy Bioenergy Technologies Office (DOE-BETO). It describes the procedures used to protect and verify project data, as well as the systematic framework used to evaluate and track performance metrics throughout the life of a project. This document also describes the procedures used to validate the proposed process design, cost data, analysis methodologies, as well as supporting documentation provided by the recipients.

The three main objectives of this validation process are:

- Implement the established validation process framework to evaluate and track performance metrics throughout the project
- Work with all stakeholders (DOE-BETO, support contractors, project teams, subject matter experts, and independent engineers) to align quantifiable performance metrics with FOA and program objectives
- Provide independent, credible, and objective technical and economic analysis of project technologies to inform decisions.

This report addresses the following comment and recommendation from the 2015 BETO Peer Review Panel for the conversion program: “The Peer Review Panel was unanimous regarding the importance of the validation process, and considers it to be a strength of the program, and recommends that the process be continued, and the overall procedure accurately documented” (DOE 2016). The report serves as the accurate documentation of the validation process for DOE-BETO. Other applications of this validation process overview report include:

1. Providing guidance for the development of validations plans for future FOAs
2. Ensuring consistency in the implementation of the validation process across the office
3. Providing guidance for DOE-BETO technology managers unfamiliar with the validation process.
Data Protection and Confidentiality Agreements

Before accessing any project related data or performing any validation work, all members of the validation team enter into a written confidentiality agreement that covers any confidential and business sensitive information that they may be exposed to during the validation process. All communications between DOE-BETO, the validation team, and the project team personnel related to the validation adhere to the stringent conflict of interest and non-disclosure agreement conditions covering the work. An example of the confidentiality agreement documents signed by the validation team personnel is contained in Appendix A. The recipient is free to negotiate a separate confidentiality agreement with the entities (typically national laboratories) representing the members of the validation team. However, the confidentiality agreement documents included in Appendix A have been considered adequate by most recipients that have undergone validation, and the documents have been approved by legal staff in the DOE Golden Field Office. The decision regarding confidentiality agreements is ultimately the recipient’s. Note, however, that the validation team does not undertake the validation effort until there is agreement on use of these or other confidentiality agreement documents. Should a separate confidentiality agreement document be desired, negotiation must be completed in a timely manner so as not to impact the validation and project schedule.
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1 Introduction

Validations are well-established project management and product acquisition tools within the discipline of systems engineering, and they are routinely applied in the defense and aerospace sectors (DoD 2017; DOE-BETO 2008; NASA 2007). The specific validation methodology documented in this report was adapted by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory’s Systems Integration (NREL-SI) team from such traditional product development practices to track the technical and economic performance of chemical process technologies for DOE-BETO. However, the overarching validation process goal of applying a systematic approach to supplant risk over time remains consistent in this manifestation of the validation process as applied to developing chemical processes.

The major objectives of the validation process applied to U.S. Department of Energy Bioenergy Technologies Office (DOE-BETO) funding opportunity announcement (FOA) projects include:

- Clarify and establish a common interpretation of key project performance metrics with all stakeholders
- Provide continuity and consistency across the portfolio of projects to support portfolio analysis and decision making
- Establish, compile, analyze, and validate project-level technical and economic performance metrics
- Verify project performance and progress over the life of a project
- Compare project performance to the current state-of-technology benchmarks and projections on a variety of technical, economic, and environmental dimensions
- Compare different technologies and pathways across the DOE-BETO investment portfolio
- Monitor and track technical progress of individual projects and technology pathways
- Provide credible and objective data analysis to inform internal decision making and planning processes.

The above list represents a menu of options for implementing the validation process; different programs within DOE-BETO have chosen to tailor the validation process to their specific FOA and program needs, as the situation requires. Application of this validation process ranges from a complete implementation by the NREL-SI team for some conversion and algae program FOAs to sharing implementation with the independent engineers of a tailored validation process on some demonstration and market transformation program FOAs. The validation team works with all stakeholders, including DOE-BETO, NREL-SI, independent engineers, support contractors, and project teams to establish, compile, validate, analyze, and report results. The validation process flow, along with key outputs, is summarized below in Figure 1. The validation process is separated into three phases: (1) work with stakeholders to tailor and align key project performance metrics with project and program goals to ensure continuity and consistency across the portfolio, (2) collect, review, and validate key project performance data as well as identify the design basis and state of technology by evaluating the number of tests performed, feedstock used, scale and duration of tests used to establish basis data, and (3) complete analysis and generate reports and dashboards comparing individual projects across the overall portfolio.
2 Value of Using the Validation Process

The validation process, as adapted for DOE-BETO, is a tool for discovering vital information regarding the technical and economic viability of a proposed process, and it benefits both DOE-BETO and the project team. DOE-BETO gains in-depth technical and economic insight about the project that is not achieved during the application review process. The project teams benefit from independent third-party analysis of their technology and receive valuable input they may not have previously considered. A summary of benefits realized through this validation process over the five-plus years it has been applied to DOE-BETO FOA projects is shown in Figure 2 (next page).

Portfolio-level analyses have been performed using validation data gathered during select conversion and algae program FOAs. Portfolio-level analysis was performed using Biological and Chemical Upgrading for Advanced Biofuels and Products (DE-FOA-0001085) and MEGA-BIO (DE-FOA-0001433) validation data to compare state-of-technology and multi-year program plan goals to project metrics demonstrated during validations. Conversion project metrics compared to goals included conversion yields, minimum fuel selling prices, and carbon conversion efficiencies. For the algae program, validation data collected during the ABY (DE-FOA-0000811) projects was evaluated to understand progress to date toward the FOA objectives. Specifically, algae validation data was analyzed to document progress toward meeting algal productivity, biomass conversion efficiency, as well as harvesting and dewatering performance goals. DOE-BETO staff members were briefed on the findings of both of these portfolio-level analyses during FY17.
3 Validation Team Members and Roles

The goal of the validation process is to provide independent, credible, and objective analysis (both technical and economic) that can be used to inform decisions. This objective is primarily achieved by (1) developing a framework to evaluate and track project performance and (2) informing stage-gate reviews and go/no-go decisions. The responsibilities of the validation team are typically shared by three people with the following roles and responsibilities:

- The **validation lead** is responsible for managing and coordinating the validation effort to provide continuity and consistency across all projects. The validation lead is responsible for working with all stakeholders to ensure key performance metrics are aligned with (1) DOE-BETO expectations, (2) project objectives, (3) FOA objectives, and (4) program objectives. The role of validation lead is typically filled by a member of the NREL-SI team or team of independent engineers.

- The **technical lead/subject matter expert** is responsible for documenting and reporting on technical demonstrations and for providing technical advice and input on all aspects of the technical validation.

- The **process engineer and techno-economics lead** is responsible for reviewing the process design and economic calculations, as well as documenting and reporting techno-economic observations and results.
The validation team is responsible for (1) implementing the DOE-approved validation plan, (2) working with the recipients to collect and analyze the relevant performance and techno-economic cost data, and (3) when appropriate, providing recommendations or advice to DOE-BETO regarding the interpretation of the analysis results. DOE-BETO is responsible for (1) considering the validation team’s analysis and any recommendations and advice, (2) considering appropriate information from other sources, such as the project’s quarterly reports, if available, and (3) making any decisions and taking appropriate actions based on the total gathered information that involve the administration of the financial assistance award management, such as funds availability and granting of continuations or extensions.

All communications and correspondence between the validation team and the project team include the principal investigator or principal investigators identified in the DOE-BETO contract (or their designee). The validation team and principal investigators verify contact information for all parties (e.g., phone, email, and mailing address) at the start of the validation process. In addition, the details of the validation process are reviewed with the principal investigator, including procedures for communicating changes or dealing with unsuccessful validation visits.

4 Overview of Validation Process

This section documents each phase of the validation process from FOA planning and project selection to post validation analysis and reporting.

4.1 FOA Planning and Project Selection Phase

The validation process is initiated during the planning phase of the FOA. Thus, the first activity in a validation occurs when the NREL-SI team works with the FOA manager to understand the scope of the FOA. The NREL-SI team then works with the FOA manager to create the template for capturing the technical and process economic data that applicants submit as part of their applications. Once this template is populated with data by the applicant, it becomes known as the technical and financial (TechFin) tables. Appendix B contains an example of an unpopulated TechFin template that was created for a FOA announced in 2016. It should be noted that development of the TechFin template is an iterative process whereby the NREL-SI team creates the tables and gathers edits to the tables suggested or requested by DOE-BETO and/or support contractors working on the FOA. The tables need to be adjusted for each FOA based on technology readiness level, types of technologies included in the project, and other criteria. During the FOA planning phase, the NREL-SI team works closely with the FOA manager to include language in the FOA document pertinent to the validation process and requirements. Appendix C (pages 3–6, 8, 23, 33, 53, 74, 78–81) provides an example of how the validation process was integrated into a FOA published in 2016, and it includes language regarding the validation process.

The next step in the validation process occurs once the projects for a FOA have been selected and announced. At this point, the NREL-SI team develops a validation plan for performance assessment of all of the projects awarded under the specific FOA. The validation plan is distributed to the projects awarded under the FOA by the FOA manager. This validation plan document describes the procedures that are used to verify the data and protocols provided by the recipients in addressing the criteria in the FOA. It is important to note that this document is specific to the FOA. It is not, however, specific to each project. The goal of this document is to
communicate expectations on DOE-BETO’s behalf to all project recipients. An example of a validation plan produced for a FOA published in 2016 has been included as Appendix D.

4.2 Initiation of Project Phase

During the life of a project, there are three validation phases during which three on-site visits are made to the recipient’s facility to validate reported technical performance and related techno-economic projections. The objective of the first (“initial”) on-site validation is to confirm the benchmark information provided in the application, which establishes the baseline against which future performance and cost improvements are evaluated. A second (“intermediate”) on-site validation is conducted before a go/no-go or stage gate review of the project to assess progress relative to the intermediate performance and cost targets. A third (“final”) on-site validation visit is scheduled if a successful go or stage gate result was achieved after the intermediate validation.

A summary of the phased validation process, along with an approximate timeline, is provided in Figure 3. As shown in the figure, the primary objective of each phase is to validate the performance progress, process design details, and associated process cost estimates. A secondary objective is to review the sufficiency of the project facilities, along with quality assurance and quality control procedures.

![Figure 3. Overview of phased validation process](image-url)

Within each of the three validation phases (initial, intermediate, and final), there are three elements as shown in Figure 4. Each validation has a pre-validation phase element, an on-site
validation element, and a post-validation analysis/reporting element. The details of each of these elements are detailed below.

![Diagram showing three validation phases: initial, intermediate, and final validation phases.](image)

**Figure 4. Three elements occurring within each of the three validation phases: initial, intermediate, and final**

### 4.3 Pre-Validation Phase

Pre-validation work occurs before each on-site visit so that the scope of work for the validation visit can be defined. Elements of this pre-validation work include:

- Assemble the validation team by identifying and appointing appropriate personnel to fill the required roles
- Provide time for the validation team to review the project application materials, TechFin tables, and statement of project objectives document; these documents are essential for the validation team as it develop its project-specific validation documents and initiate iterations on metrics and key project performance metrics during the pre-validation phase.
- Conduct an overview of the validation process with the project team
- Work with all stakeholders to develop a project specific on-site requirements document; it should be noted that the project-specific on-site requirements document is different from the FOA specific validation plan. The on-site requirements document outlines what the validation team expects to see and discuss during the on-site visit. It sets expectations for specific experimental demonstrations, analytical demonstrations, techno-economic calculations, and facility tours, for example. A sample on-site requirements document is included as Appendix E to demonstrate the level of project specific detail included in this document.
- Set a schedule for the on-site validation visit with input from all stakeholders
- Develop an agenda for the on-site visit.

This pre-validation work is typically achieved via a series of conference calls between all stakeholders. The kickoff conference call initiates the validation process by introducing all stakeholders, explaining the validation process, and setting expectations for the validation visit. Participants in the pre-validation conference calls also review the validation plan and on-site requirements document, set the dates for the on-site validation visit, and work out the logistics.
of the validation visit. If needed, the validation team may request additional supporting
documentation, revisions to the TechFin tables, or additional clarifications. Completing
these items before the on-site validation visit has been shown to improve the focus and
productivity of the on-site validation visit.

4.4 On-Site Validation (Technical Performance)

The objective of the on-site technical performance validation is to validate the technical
application data by physically demonstrating the data included in the project application. The
responsibilities of the project team include (1) demonstrating the process operations as described
in the application and/or negotiated in the award, (2) reproducing the application data (or data
agreed to during award negotiations) to within a coefficient of variation of 5%, and (3)
submitting a summary of experimental results once data analysis is complete. The
responsibilities of the validation team include (1) making detailed observations of the
demonstrated process operations to ensure replication of what was included in the original
application or negotiated award, (2) making observations and recommendations for the project,
and (3) noting any technical variances, errors, or other inconsistencies in the application data
and demonstrated data.

4.5 On-Site Validation (Process Design and Economics)

The objective of the on-site process design and economics validation is to validate the process
design and economic data included in the application. This is achieved by demonstrating the
 techno-economic calculations and models for the process and providing supporting literature
references and data. The responsibilities of the project team include (1) demonstrating the
 techno-economic calculations and models described in the application and/or negotiated in the
award, (2) replicating the application data (or data agreed to during award negotiations) to within
a coefficient of variation of 5%, and (3) submitting a summary of techno-economic results after
data analysis is completed. The responsibilities of the validation team include (1) making
detailed observations of the demonstrated techno-economic calculations and models to ensure
replication of what was included in the original application or negotiated award, (2) making
observations and recommendations for the project, and (3) noting any techno-economic
variances, errors, or other inconsistencies in the application data and demonstrated data.

4.6 Post Validation Analysis and Reporting

The results of each phase of the validation (initial, intermediate, and final) for a project are
reported to DOE-BETO via two methods:

1. A one-page synopsis intended to quickly inform negotiations for the next budget
   period—This one page document includes two bulleted lists that highlight key
   observations (including potential risk areas), and recommendations that DOE-BETO may
   consider in negotiating scope and budget in the next budget period. The synopsis is
   provided to DOE-BETO within one week of completing the initial and intermediate site
   validations. It is not produced following the final on-site validation, as there is no
   subsequent budget period to negotiate.

2. An initial/intermediate/final validation report that documents the results of the technical
   performance validation tests, as well as the process design and cost estimate
assessments—Each of these validation reports is provided to DOE-BETO within 30 days after the completion of an on-site validation effort (or stage gate meeting as applicable). By definition, the on-site validation effort is completed when the validation team receives all the data and completed analysis from the project team, which is not necessarily the last day of the on-site visit.

Technical validation topics included in the validation report include results from the demonstrated experimental work, observed technical variances, analytical techniques, standard operating procedures, and project team capabilities. Techno-economic and lifecycle analysis topics included in the validation report include potential product market opportunities, selection of envisioned commercial-scale plant size, process overview, mass and energy balances, capital and operating costs, minimum product selling price calculations, and greenhouse gas emissions and potential reductions calculated via established lifecycle analysis methodologies.

The TechFin tables for the project are also included in the validation report as a point of reference and to make the validation report a standalone document that includes all information relevant to the on-site validation proceedings. If updates are made to the TechFin table as part of the validation process, the updated information is incorporated as new rows or columns in the table, and all the original table data are retained to provide consistency and transparency.

5 Validation Protocols

5.1 Protocol for Proposing Changes (Change Control Protocol)

The goal of the FOA should be reflected in the work demonstrated during the validation process. The validation process is intended to assess technical performance and cost improvements within the context of the FOA goals, as defined in the negotiated award. It is understood that research on such processes is ongoing and that consequently some changes to the overall integrated process that do not directly relate to the larger FOA goal itself may occur over the course of the project. In such cases, the recipient must provide DOE-BETO and the validation team with adequate information about the modified process, including any proposed changes to cost and performance assumptions, and the basis for these, in order to enable the validation of the key performance and cost metrics. The recipient must also demonstrate that any improvements based on sources other than those expressly included within the approved project scope were not paid for with DOE-BETO or project cost-share funds.

Change control protocols must be followed before implementing any changes in the feedstock, process, cost, or project plan during the project. The recipient needs to describe any proposed changes to the feedstock, process, or project plan relative to what was described in the application, and the recipient must submit this information in the form of a change request to DOE-BETO before adoption for a determination as to the level of change control that must be followed. Any changes to the process—including equipment, materials used, and cost estimates—must be described in quarterly reports or by other written means no later than three to four weeks before the next on-site validation team visit.

As appropriate, revised performance metrics may also be proposed and the basis and assumptions for each revised metric must be described. Changes to project scope, technical targets/tables, schedule, or budget that impact the award may need to be approved by the DOE-
This report is available at no cost from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory at www.nrel.gov/publications.

BETO contracting officer. Changes that do not rise to that level need to be approved by the DOE-BETO project officer, and they may require changes to the project’s project management plan. DOE-BETO informs both the validation team and the recipient when the changes have been accepted.

If DOE-BETO approves the changes, the recipient is required to submit revised TechFin tables with revised benchmark and/or target data that represent the updates (as well as any appropriate supporting documentation) along with a detailed description of how the process changes differ from what was specified in the original application or negotiated award.

Any changes to the project targets, research plan, methods, or the statement of project objectives must have prior DOE-BETO approval and must be described in detail in quarterly reports or by other written means at least three to four weeks before scheduling the next on-site validation visit.

5.2 Protocol for Initial Validation
DOE and the validation team contact the recipient within 10 business days of the official start date of the project, which is the day the award is signed by the DOE-BETO contracting officer.

The initial on-site validation is performed to (1) validate technical benchmark data, (2) replicate the benchmark performance data before improvements funded through the project, and (3) (after the benchmark process performance has been confirmed or re-established) replicate the benchmark process details and techno-economic information, with the recipient using the project’s approved techno-economic calculation methods.

At the initial validation, feedstock material (raw and/or pretreated) for use throughout the validation process needs to be segregated as a lot and labeled, and adequate tracking must be maintained so that the validation team can verify that the same feedstock material is being used during each phase of the validation process. The validation team reviews the protocol for feedstock tracking during the first site visit. If new lots of feedstock material (raw or pretreated) are obtained or made during the project, their composition (and, if pretreated, the conditions under which they were produced) must be provided to the validation team in the quarterly reports or by other written means before scheduling the next on-site validation visit. Any materials made via a new process must be analyzed and controlled as per the feedstock control methodology described above.

5.2.1 Technical Performance Validation
The recipient is required to perform the full proposed process operations described in the application and/or negotiated in the award. A complete analysis is used to determine the performance of the benchmark process or processes. It is expected that new (validated) benchmark data should be able to replicate the data presented in the application (or agreed to during award negotiations) to within a 5% coefficient of variation. Improvements to process economics made during the project are measured against the benchmark performance verified during the initial validation phase.

Key aspects of this part of the validation procedure include:
1. The recipient, validation, and DOE-BETO teams schedule an on-site visit or visits by the validation team to observe ALL experiments.

2. Validation experiments for each process must occur at least in duplicate and preferably in triplicate (if equipment and available resources allow).

3. Compositional analysis of relevant process streams must be provided in sufficient detail to demonstrate the mass balance.

4. Analytical procedures for determining the composition of all necessary streams (or for analyzing time point samples obtained from a batch process) must be provided.

5. A stock (or stocks) of the feedstock, enzyme preparation(s) (or enzyme production strain), and fermentation strain(s) or catalyst(s) used in the initial benchmarking validation experiments must be maintained (as appropriate) to enable direct comparisons to be made with the improved process or processes to be developed and evaluated during the intermediate validation and final validation phases.

6. A summary of experimental results, including data tables and product conversion yields is sent to the validation team once data analysis is complete.

7. If technical performance or replication of application data cannot be verified during the on-site visit, the recipient, DOE-BETO, and validation team may agree to a period of time to develop the data in question, followed by a second review by the validation team.

5.2.2 Process Design and Cost Validation

The primary purpose of the initial techno-economic validation is to verify the benchmark process data and the techno-economic assumptions and methodology, including process details and cost estimates related to the overall process and individual process steps.

Key aspects of this part of the validation procedure include:

1. The recipient provides the technical and economic tables showing the (1) benchmark, intermediate, and final targets and (2) supporting information based on the results of the benchmark technical validation experiments. Supporting information should include, at a minimum, the mass and energy balance data, process flow diagrams, and costing information used to complete the TechFin tables provided in the application.

2. The project and validation teams review the TechFin tables along with supporting documentation for the benchmark process. The validation team determines whether any additional information is needed to fully understand the benchmark or to perform subsequent validations (e.g., lack of or insufficient details regarding material balances, process flow diagrams, or costs).

3. If process details and cost estimates cannot be verified because of insufficient information, the recipient, DOE-BETO, and validation team may agree to a period of time to develop the missing information, followed by a second review by the validation team.

The validation team determines whether any information required for fully understanding and verifying the proposed improvements is missing or lacking. If experimental data, process details, or cost estimates cannot be verified because incomplete information, the recipient, DOE-BETO,
and validation team may agree to a period of time to develop the missing information to enable a second review by the validation team. The rescheduled validation is typically scheduled to occur within three to four weeks after the date of the first initial validation. Ultimately, a file of the documentation used to validate the project’s process improvement progress is created and stored at DOE’s Golden Field Office. In the event of an unsuccessful initial validation, refer to the protocol section (Section 5.3) for dealing with unsuccessful validations.

## 5.3 Protocol for Intermediate Validation

The intermediate validation is scheduled approximately 12–18 months after the project is initiated but before the go/no-go or stage gate decision point as determined by the project schedule. This second on-site validation is performed by the validation team to document (1) improvements to the process or processes and (2) improvements in outside process or processes that impact the performance of the project’s applicable process steps, and (3) progress of the project as measured by intermediate targets in the TechFin tables. The process design and cost validation takes place in tandem with the technical performance validation experiments, and it incorporates the demonstrated experimental data—by applying the project’s cost estimation methodology—to determine the level of process cost reduction achieved.

Any changes to the process or process steps developed since the initial on-site validation must be highlighted in communications to the validation team before the intermediate site visit. In such cases, appropriate additional supporting documentation may need to be provided to the validation team. Note that any changes should already have been reported in quarterly reports and approved by DOE-BETO through the change control process described in the Section 5.1 of this document. Any changes to the process outside of the project scope are reviewed at this time, along with any new supporting documentation.

### 5.3.1 Technical Performance Validation

The methodology is identical to that employed for the initial validation, as described above, including the key aspects of the validation procedure spanning scheduling of an on-site visit by the validation team through obtaining a detailed summary of experimental data and data work-up into target performance metrics.

### 5.3.2 Process Design and Cost Validation

Again, the approach follows that described for the initial validation, with the validation team reviewing cost estimates obtained during the intermediate validation against both the original (benchmark) project target and the intermediate project target. For this phase of the validation, the recipient updates the technical and economic tables, detailing the current (intermediate) results based on the actual process improvements. The recipient also provides appropriate supporting information (e.g., updated energy and material balances, sizing calculations, and performance calculations) sufficient to enable the validation team to validate the accuracy of the technical and economic tables. The project and validation teams review the TechFin tables along with any supporting documentation on the improved process.

The validation team again determines whether any information required for fully understanding and verifying the proposed improvements is missing or lacking. If experimental data, process details, or cost estimates cannot be verified because of incomplete information, the recipient,
DOE-BETO, and validation team may agree to a period of time to develop the missing information to enable a second review by the validation team. The validation is typically rescheduled to occur within three to four weeks after the date of the first intermediate validation. Ultimately, a file of the documentation used to validate the project’s process improvement progress is created and stored at DOE’s Golden Field Office. In the event of an unsuccessful initial validation, please refer to the protocol section (Section 5.4) for dealing with unsuccessful validations.

5.4 Protocol for Final Validation

The third and final on-site validation is conducted within two months of the completion date of the award (before or after, as is feasible), following procedures that are similar to those used in the previous phases of the project validation. The purpose of this final validation is to assess the final performance of the process improvements addressed within the scope of the award. This validation also documents improvements in processes impacting the performance and cost attributes of the overall improved system. Results from these final validation demonstrations are compared to the initial and intermediate validation results. The recipient must reserve sufficient project funds to allow this final validation and associated site visit to occur.

5.4.1 Technical Performance Validation

The DOE-BETO, project, and validation teams schedule an on-site visit during which validation team members observe all final process performance and validation demonstrations. The required supporting documentation (which is similar to what was provided in the previous validations) must be supplied to support this final validation, and a summary of the validation test results including data tables must be provided to the validation team after completing the experimental data analysis.

5.4.2 Process Design and Cost Validation

The recipient again prepares and provides to the validation team updated technical and economic tables showing the final project results in addition to the benchmark and intermediate validation data and targets. In support of these updated tables, the recipient provides an updated package of supporting information (material and energy balances, new equipment sizing calculations, new yield calculation, etc.) based on the results of the final validation demonstrations.

As before, any changes to the process or process step(s) also must be documented, and new supporting documentation provided as necessary. If process details or cost estimates cannot be verified due to a lack of information, the recipient, DOE-BETO, and validation team may allow the recipient to develop the missing information over a defined period of time to enable a second review by the validation team to occur, ideally within three to four weeks after the date of the first final validation. A file of the documentation used to validate the project’s final process performance improvement progress is created and stored at DOE’s Golden Field Office. In the event of an unsuccessful final validation, please refer to the protocol for dealing with unsuccessful validations outlined below.

5.5 Protocol for Dealing with Unsuccessful Validations

In the event that any validation demonstrations do not meet the agreed upon validation criteria during a site visit, the recipient and DOE-BETO discuss options for addressing the failed
validation that could involve remediation steps, including a return visit by the validation team to repeat the validation demonstrations. No more than one return visit is allowed during any phase of the validation process.

Examples of validation phase failure include but are not limited to:

1. Inability to repeat results achieved in earlier experimental demonstrations
2. Unreliable data quality as the result of inadequate implementation of quality assurance and quality control procedures
3. Inability to meet the project target or targets specified in the application or agreed to during award negotiation.

The magnitude of performance variance constituting a failed validation demonstration is defined after the validation team has determined the level of variance associated with the instruments and methods used to measure performance. Typically, the return visit is scheduled within three to four weeks of the original visit. If the return visit must be delayed for more than four weeks, the schedule and the reasons for the extended time must be submitted to DOE-BETO for approval. If the project is unable to achieve all of the key performance metrics after two visits, the metrics are considered not to have been met and the validation is deemed unsuccessful.

When return visits are required to complete the technical performance and process economics elements of a specific phase of project validation, the validation report must also contain:

1. An explanation of why the return visit was required
2. The appropriate data gathered from both validations visits
3. An analysis or description of any impacts the return visit had on the project (scope, schedule, or budget)
4. Any recommendations for increased monitoring of the project or corrective actions that DOE-BETO might consider discussing with the recipient to reduce the likelihood that return validation visits are needed later on in the life of the project.
6 Conclusions

Based on more than 40 project validations that have been conducted for DOE-BETO over the past decade, the following observations have been made while developing, using, and optimizing the validation process:

1. Including language in the FOA regarding the validation requirement is critical for a successful validation process and ensuring the applicant clearly understands the expectations required by this process.

2. Completing the pre-validation work before the on-site validation visits is crucial for achieving a productive on-site visit.

3. The validation process provides an assessment of project risks and opportunities to all stakeholders.

4. The validation process compiles the project-level data needed to perform analysis across the DOE-BETO project portfolio.

5. The validation process contributes significantly to informed decision making by enhancing the amount of and quality of project information available to DOE-BETO. Validations provide independent, credible, and objective analysis of project technologies to help inform these decisions.

6. The validation process ensures technical and economic information is systematically and deliberately used to understand project tradeoffs, benefits, and risks.

7. The validation process aligns project expectations and outcomes with DOE’s expectations and goals.

8. Validations track project performance and progress over the life of a project. Demonstration of key technical and economic performance metrics establish the validation framework, and these metrics are used to evaluate and track the performance of the project.

9. Validations enable comparison of project performance to the state of technology benchmarks and design cases on a variety of technical, economic, and environmental dimensions.

10. Unsuccessful validations can provide the basis for DOE-BETO termination of a failing project, and an associated savings of government money.

The 2015 DOE-BETO Peer Review Panel for the conversion program unanimously supported the importance of the validation process and considers it a program strength. The panel recommended that the process continue and that the overall procedure be accurately documented (DOE 2016). This document serves as the accurate documentation of the validation process for DOE-BETO.
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